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INTRODUCTION
During late fall and winter of 1977, personnel from~he Center for Archaeological
Research, The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA), conducted limited test
excavations and controlled surface collections along portions of the Salado
Creek drainage in northern Bexar County (Fig. I). Four specific areas were
examined, as they were soon to be inundated or critically altered by proposed
floodwater retarding structures. The sites in these locations had previously
been identified and recommended for further work by Hester e.;t a£.. (1974).
During field operations, the areas of Floodwater Retarding Structures 3, 6, 10
and 15 were investigated. A total of four terrace sites, two small rockshelters
and two rockshelter cQmplexes were tested. Of the shelters, one complex and one
individual shelter, both previously unrecorded, were discovered in the immediate
vicinity of the retarding structures during the course of testing operations.
Testing was concentrated in the immediate vicinities of Mud Creek, Panther
Springs Creek and portions of the main channel of Salado Creek.
Methodology involved throughout the testing period was based upon a systematic
exami na ti on fo 11 owi ng the gui de 1i nes presented in FieJ'..d Me.thod6 in. AILc.haeo.f.ogy
(Hester, Heizer and Graham 1975). The current study of the dam site areas was
directed toward: (1) a preliminary assessment of the archaeological sites in
terms of their content and importance; (2) the detailed recording of such information for further research; and (3) recommendations for any further investigations at the sites. Observations of material distributions were noted not
only to define site boundaries but also to distinguish areas of particular site
activity. Consideration was also given to the presence or absence of particular cultural materials as well as to horizontal and vertical distances from
water sources. Except at dam site 15, controlled surface collection was rejected
as inefficient in terms of both time and manpower . .
All information has been recorded on standard excavation forms presently used
by the Center for Archaeological Research, The University of Texas at San
Antonio. Black and white 35 mm photographs and color slides were also taken of
various sites and features. Artifacts collected were placed in plastic or paper
bags and labeled as to tested area, level of excavation, date, type of
collection and collector's name. All materials were collected and processed
~ccording to standard archaeological procedures, and the assessments presented
ln this study are based upon a preliminary examination of the recovered artifacts,
photographs, excavation forms and field notes.
The project was conducted under contract between the Center for Archaeological
Research, The University of Texas at San Antonio and the Soil Conservation
SerVice, United States Department of Agriculture. All field work was done under
the supervision of Dr. Thomas R. Hester, Director, and Mr. Jack D. Eaton,
A~sistant Director, Center for Archaeological Research. The field crew conSls~ed of A. Joachim McGraw, Fred Valdez, Jr., Santiago Escobedo and Curtis
ML~Klnney, assisted by volunteers Rebekah Halpern, Kathy Gonzalez and Sampale
lndholm.
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The sites discovered during the course of the prelilJ1inary survey of Salado
Creek in 1974 (Hester e;t CLt.), like many other sites identified in Bexar County
in the last five years, are the direct result of an intensive program of contract archaeology by the Center for Archaeological Research, UTSA. The cumulative result of these efforts has been the identification and recording of over
450 archaeological sites in Bexar County, thereby making it one of the most
archaeologically studied counties of Texas. Much of this work, however, is at
a preliminary survey level with limited sustained research.
Salado Creek and its tributaries have been a major focus of expanding study
in northern Bexar County. Brief discussions of its prehistoric significance
are mentioned by Fawcett (1972), although his approach was that of area
interrelationships rather than site specificity. Recent investigations by
Hester et CLt. (1974), Smith and McDonald (i975), Brown e;t CLt. (1977), Fox
(1977), McGraw, Valdez and Cox (1977), Jaquier e;t CLt. (1978), McGraw and
Valdez (1977) and Gerstle, Kelly and Assad (1978) have shed new light on the
complex archaeological patterns of the ancient drainage.
Sites of major archaeological significance in northern Bexar County along the
Salado Creek drainage include 41 BX 22, the Rogers site; 41 BX 228, Walker
Ranch; 41 BX 300, the Elm Waterhole Creek site; 41 BX 229, the St. Mary's Hall
site; 41 BX 17, the Granberg site (Schuetz 1966); and 41 BX 271, the Granberg
II site. These sites contain a variety of artifacts from the Paleo-Indian
through the Historic Indian periods of south central Texas.
CHRONOLOGY OF PREHISTORIC HABITATION
Although current research has made major inroads into the complexities of the
long-forgotten aboriginal cultures of south central Texas, the archaeology of
the transition zone between the lower Gulf Coastal Plain and the Edwards
Plateau region is still poorly defined. Refined archaeological techniques have
broadened the horizon of prehistoric studies; in many cases, however, even the
most current analyses are limited by the lack of a distinctive chronology and
by an often inconsistent typological system of diagnostic artifact classification.
G~nerally, four major time periods of aboriginal activities are reflected in
sltes within the immediate vicinity of the dam site study areas. These major
time periods are briefly defined as the Paleo-Indian, the Archaic, the Late
Prehistoric (or Neo-American) and the Historic. Temporally distinct, these
pe~iods are characterized by particular lithic industries, distinctive projectile
POlnt styles and a variety of other criteria presumably based on subsistence
patterns and general adaptations to changing environmental and/or cultural
conditions.
The earliest of these periods, the Paleo-Indian (ca. 9200-6000 B.C.), is
represented in the vicinity of the study area at 41 BX 229, the St. Mary's
Hall site, along the main channel of Salado Creek and within the city limits of
San Antonio. Preliminary analyses suggest an extensive Paleo-Indian campsite
r(Heflected by Fol¢om, Plainvi0W, Golon~na and Ango~tuna projectile points
ester 1978).
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While it has been assumed the Archaic period (ca. 6000 B.C.-A.D. 1000)
generally follows the Paleo-Indian period~ there is jncreasing evidence in
central and south Texas of a transitional phase following the Paleo-Indian
period and preceding the presently defined IIEarly Archaic. 1I Tentatively
labeled the "Pre-Archaic,1I a series of sites, including Baker Cave, Stillhouse
Hollow, La Jita and others, suggests major lithic characteristics from this
period include large barbed points, notched and triangular dart points, and
stemmed points termed Gow~ (Hester 1975).
The second major time period, the Archaic, covers a long temporal span.
Diagnostic lithic materials throughout much of· North America suggest a common
subsistence pattern of- seasonal migrations and hunting and gathering lifeways.
Due to enviro-climatic changes at the end of the Pleistocene, emphasis on
hunting shifted away from the IIbig game ll animals of the Paleo-Indian period
to smaller animals such as deer and modern species of bison. Commonly divided
into Early, Middle and Late subperiods, the Archaic occupations throughout
Texas are represented by an abundance of chipped stone artifacts, a wide
variety of dart point types, lithic forms such as Clean Fo~k and Guadalupe
tools, and large thin bifaces. The highest frequency of datable sites near
the study area is linked to Middle_and late Archaic occupations (Hester et at.
1974; Sollberger and Hester 1972).
A significant cultural change in south central Texas occurs after A.D. 1000
with the beginning of the Late Prehistoric (Neo-American) period. The introduction of ceramics and the bow and arrow abruptly modifiedarthaeological
assemblages. Small arrow points of distinctive types, new lithic forms and
bone-tempered ceramics made their appearance during these times.
The fourth period, the Historic, is represented during and after early European
contacts by intrusive Plains Indians, such as the Lipan Apache and Comanche.
They moved into the area in the 17th and 18th centuries after Spanish
"missionizat-ion" and cultural breakdown of native groups.
The variety of archaeological sites found in northern Bexar County along the
Salado Creek drainage includes occupation sites (campsites), burned rock
middens, chert quarries and workshops, temporary campsites and rockshelters.
(For additional descriptions of Bexar County sites, see Fawcett 1972.)
ENVIRONr~ENTAL

SETTING

Thi s report wi 11 present only a cursory revi ew of the more important environmental factors affecting the past and present conditions of the study areas.
[he reader is referred to Scurlock and Hudson (1973), Fawcett (1972), Hudson,
ynn and Scurlock (1974), McGraw, Valdez and Cox (1977) and Gerstle, Kelly and
Assad (1978) for more detailed discussions.
Befxar County is located in the transition zone between the southern limits
o the Edwards Plateau Escarpment and the lower Gulf Coastal Plain. It is
~ounded on the north by Kendall, Comal and Guadalupe Counties, on the west by
andera and Medina Counties, on the east by Wilson County, and on the south by
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Atascosa County. Major drainages, aTl of which flow southward across the area,
include the Medina and San Antonio Rivers. Secondary tributaries include the
Salado, Leon and Calaveras Creeks, along with their numerous tertiary ·systems.
The Medina River later joins the San Antonio River in the southeastern margins
of the county.
Physiographically, the northern limits of the county are on, or adjacent to,
the recharge zone of the Edwards Aquifer; local topography is reflective of
the Texas Hill Country, characterized by prominent eroding limestone elevations and light, calcareous soil cover. Permanent water sources are few, but
springs and intermittent drainage systems are interspersed throughout the region.
Elevations in northern- Bexar County vary from ca. 1250 feet above mean sea
level on hilltops to below 700 feet along drainage channels. Fawcett (1972)
suggests two other physiographical1y distinct regions for the county: a transition zone just south of the Edwards Plateau and a southern zone located in the
sandy soils of the Gulf Coastal Plain. The archaeological sites of the study
area are located in the general northern transition zone. Elevations in the
study area vary from 950 feet above msl in upland areas to ca. 870 feet along
stream beds. Soils in the immediate vicinities generally consist of three
distinct associations, although this does not reflect complexities caused by
the local drainages in the forms of redepositions, erosion, alluviums, etc. Major
soil associations include: Crawford-Bexar soils, moderately deep, stony soils
over limestone; Tarrant-Brackett soils, shallow and very shallow soils over
limestone; and Lewisville-Houston Black, terrace-associated, deep calcareous
soils in oil alluvium (Taylor, Hailey and Richmond 1966).
Climate
The climate in Bexar County can be described as modified subtropical: mild
in the winter and hot in the summer. Record high and low temperatures vary
from 1060 to 00, while daily maximum and minimum averages are 79.20 and 58.10
(Taylor, Hailey and Richmond 1966). Precipitation is usually evenly distributed
throughout the year, averaging 27.84 inches per year. Rain in the form of
thunderstorms falls in all seasons except winter and often results in flooding
of local waterways and low water areas (McGraw, Valdez and Cox 1977). North
winds predominate during the winter and southeasterly Gulf winds predominate
during the summer. The relative humidity normally ranges from 80% in the
morning to ca. 50% by late afternoon. The period from the last spring freeze
to the first freeze in fall averages 245 days (Taylor, Hailey and Richmond 1966).
Flora and Fauna
Salado Creek and its tributaries, within the study area, fall within the general
transition zone of the Balconian and the Tamau1ipan Biotic Provinces as described
by Blair (1950). A discussion of the flora and'fauna is beyond the scope of
this report, although a detailed list of flora and fauna in the vicinity of the
study area is presented in Tables 1 and 2 (Gerst1e, Kelly and Assad 1978).

.: .

.: ~

TABLE 1. SOME PAST AND PRESENT FLORA of BEXAR COUNTY
Adapted from Gerstle~ Kelly and Assad (1978)
Juni per (Juni.peJtU6 OAhu}
Texas oak (QueJt.ClL6 -te.xCU1a}
Live oak (QueJt.CLL6 v)AgbuCU1a)
Pecan (Ca.4ya ~no~nen6~)
Ceda r elm lU bnU6 cJut6.o,f,oo-Ua.)
Cottonwood (Popu.1.U6 deJ!;to,f,du)
Hackberry (C~ ~e-t,{,culata)
Mesquite (p~o.opop~ sp.)
Texas persimmon (Vto.opyno.o -texana)
Red buckeye (Au cu.1.u.o pav,f,a)
Mountain laurel (Sopho~ .oecundinlo~)
Texas red bud (CeJt.~ -texen6~)
v/hi tebrush (Aloy.o,ta. Li.gu.otJUna)
Hui sache (Acaua naJlmu,f,CU1a)
Catclaw (Aca~ sp.)
Agarita (BeJt.b~ -tn,{,nol£ola.-ta.)
Sumac (ShUlJ sp.)
Poison ivy (Rubuh -touQodendnum)
Blackberry (RubU6 tn,[v,f,ol£.o)
Mustang grape (V-L:U6 muh-tangen6~)
Sunflower (Helia.nthU6 annun1.o)
Wild verbena (VeJt.bena b,f,n,f,nnati6ida )
Twisted-leaf yucca (Yucca nub,f,coia,)
Spanish dagger (Yucca tnecuieCU1a)
Arkansas yucca (Yucca a.4k.an6ana)
Soto 1 ('flu yL/.JUo n -te.xen6M)
Prickly pear (Opun-t,{,a. l£ndhe,{,m~)
Tasajillo (Opun-tia. lep-tocaul£.o)
Buffalo grass (Buchloe dac-tyloidu)
Beargrass (Noiina -te.xana)

6
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TABLE 2. SOME PAST AND PRESENT FAUNA OF BEXAR COUNTY
Adapted from Gerstle, Kelly and Assad (1978)
Bi son (B-Uon b-Uon} # +
White-tailed deer (Odocoit~ V~9~nlanU4} #
Pronghorn antelope (Antilocapnaamenicana) # +
Axis deer (Axl6 ~) 0
Ocelot (F eW pcvr.da1.M)
Cougar (F e..Uo concoioJr.)
Bobcat (Lynx Jr.u6~)
Coyote (Can-U i~~) #
Raccoon (PJr.ocyon io~oJr.) #
Oposs um (1Jtde.£.pfU..6 v-UtghUa.na)
Gray fox (UJr.ocyon clneJr.eoaJr.gente~)
Beaver (CM~OJr. canadeYL6,u)
Badger (Taxidea taxU6)
Striped skunk (Mep~ mep~)
California jackrabbit (LepU6 catL6o~CU6) #
Cottontail jackrabbit (Syiv~U6 n.e.O~danUh) #
Nine-banded armadillo (VahYPU4 novem~~U6) x
Eastern fox squirrel (Sci~U4'nlg~) #
Mexican ground squirrel (CitetiU4 me~canUh) #
Pocket gopher (Thomomw~ sp.) # x
Plains pocket gopher {Geomy~ b~aniU6) #
Vole (M~CJr.O~U6 sp.) #
Wood rat (Neo~oma sp.) #
Cotton rat (S~modon d~p~CUh) #
White-footed mouse (PeJr.omy~cUh sp.) #
Pocket mouse (PeJtogn~hCL6 sp.) #
Turkey (Meteag~ ga.e..e.opavo)
Bob-white quail (CotlnUh v~gInianU6) # x
Mourning dove (Aen~duJr.a maenouna) #
Turkey vulture (C~~eh aUfr-a) #
Boat-tailed grackle (C~~~~ me~canU6) #
Caracara (PoiyboJr.CL6 audobonl) #
Western diamondback rattlesnake (CJr.otaiCL6 ~ox)
Coral snake (M~cJl.u!LU6 6uiv,[u.6)
Copperhead (Ag~tnodon co~oJr.tnix)
Box turtle (T~apene caJr.o~na)
Frog (Rtna sp.) #
# - In various northern Bexar County sites
+ - No longer in area

o - Exotic species
x - Invader species or recent introduction

.?::'
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Those readers interested in a more detailed account,.-'of the geology, soils,
vegetation and faunal patterns in the area are referred to Blair (1950), Fawcett
(1972), Scurlock and Hudson (l973),Taylor, Hailey and Richmond (1966), Carr (1969)
and McGraw, Valdez and Cox (1977).
THE SITES
Floodwater Retarding Structure 3
The examination of Floodwater Retarding Structure 3 was concerned with the
subsurface testing of two sites previously located in the proposed dam site
area: the terrace site of 3-1 (41 BX 442) and the small, burned rock midden
site of 3-3 (41 BX 444). The dam site area is located on the main channel
of Salado Creek north of FM 1604 and about 1.6 miles west of the intersection with Military Highway. The horseshoe bend of the creek on which both
sites are located is adjacent to a steep cliff that towers 50 to 60 m above the
eastern bank of Salado Creek. The area is densely overgrown with Junip~ a6h~
and visibility in many areas is less than 15 m (Fig. 2).
Site 3-1 (41 BX 442)

The archaeological site of 3-1 had previously been identified as a limited
lithic scatter, routhly 60 x 45 m in area, along a low stream terrace west of
the horseshoe bend. After an intensive surface survey, the field team conducting
the present test operation has concluded the lithic scatter extends 200 to 300 m
west (away) from the bank of Salado Creek and northward (upstream) for about
300 m toward the archaeological site of 3-2 (41 BX 443). The intensive survey
could not distinguish the boundaries of either site in the latter area, although
specific concentrations of lithic materials were continuously noted. Present
conclusions tentatively suggest the entire fossil flood plain and accompanying
terraces throughout this region of the stream valley were extensively occupied
in prehistoric times, and the archaeological sites of 3-1 and 3-3 are, for
practical purposes, only a small, indistinguishable portion of the total extent
of prehistoric activity in this locality. Because of the large area involved
in this conception, it was decided to test only specific areas, as outlined in
the preliminary report, which would be altered or destroyed by the construction
of Floodwater Retarding Structure 3.
The low terrace originally defined as 3-1 was tested for a length of over
200 m along a north-south axis by a series of 50-cm 2 shovel tests spaced at 30-m
intervals. To gain a better understanding of the extent of activity away from
the creek bank and westward toward the upland slopes, four more 50-cm2 units
were excavated (see Fig. 3). Although the frequency of lithic debris in these
latter test units decreased drastically, concurrent survey operations even fur~her westward onto the slopes of the adjacent uplands revealed extensive quarry1n9 activity surrounding the stream drainage, often as much as 1000 m or more
away from the water source.
The total of 11 shovel test units along the terrace implies much erosion along
the banks of the present channel. The only diagnostic projectile point at the
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site has been identified as an Early Archaic Nolan dart point. This was found
only 6 cm below the surface at Unit 3. Although a moderate lithic scatter
was found throughout the tested area of 3-1, subsurface evidence suggests most
of the material has been eroded and scattered~ No features were noted and no
further work is recommended at this site.

Site 3-3 (41 BX 444)
The archaeological site of 3-3 was originally described as a small burned rock
midden about 0.5 m in height and 10 m in diameter. The midden is located
approximately 80 m eastward from the horseshoe bend of Salado Creek and roughly
300 m north through dense brush from the base of the high cliffs as the stream
channel turns eastward.
Intensive survey throughout this locality and downstream toward 41 BX 22,
the Rogers site, suggests this small midden is part of a much larger activity
area composed of an extensive lithic scatter. This runs the length of the
north bank of the creek from the dam site area toward the large occupation
site of 41 BX 22, 1.5 km downstream. The large scatter of lithic debris may
have at least four distinct localities along the bank which indicate areas of
concentrated activity. Careful surface examination indicates that the small
midden is located in the immediate proximity of a large lithic debris concentration that covers the entire eastern section of the bend, at least 200 x 300 m.
Because of the extent of the 3-3 activity area, 50-cm 2 shovel tests were primarily used to test three specific locations in and around the midden (see
Fi g. 4).

A total of seven 50-cm 2 shovel tests and a 1-m 2 test unit were excavated at the

midden. Soils in all units included a dark gray' to black organic, unconsolidated
(but moist) loam extending to an average depth below the surface of 20 to 24 em.
Underlying this was a calcareous, lighter brown, compacted soil interspersed
with cobble-sized limestone rocks. Artifacts and lithic debris recovered in
all test units were found above this transition soil and usually within 12 to
15 cm of the surface. Only one diagnostic dart point was found during subsurface
testing at the midden, although several other biface fragments were found in the
same area during intensive surface survey operations (see Table 3). Frequency
of most lithic debris recovered in the test units varied from light to moderate,
although ST-14 (see Fig. 4) yielded five complete cores (10 to 18 cm in length)
and seven large core fragments.
Eight other 50-cm 2 test units were excavated in two small clearings near the
midden which, by subsurface indications, suggested possible occupation areas.
Scattered biface fragments, numerous trimmed and/or utilized flakes and firereddened limestone rocks were found in this area. Subsurface examinations
showed no cultural materials below a depth of 12 cm and a sterile, caliche-like
strata at an average depth of 18 to 23 cm.
Subs~rface testing in and around the area originally described as 3-3 revealed

no slgnificant deposits of prehistoric cultural materials. Much of the area
contains little soil depth and many of the materials are exposed on the
s~rface through erosion. No further work is recommended at the archaeological
Slte of 3-3 because of the large area and the dense brush in the vicinity of the
site; it is suggested, however, that an archaeologist be present if the proposed
dam site construction necessitates the presence of heavy machinery in the site
area.
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• All shovel tests (5) at this site
were sterile,
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Floodwater Retarding Structure 6
As discussed in Hester e;t al. (1974), the construc"i:lon site for this· floodwater
retarding structure is located on Panther Springs Creek about 1.5 km south of
FM 1604 and 68 m east of Blanco r{oad. The flood basin·for the project will
partially encompass margins of Fairway 7 of the Canyon Creek Country Club Golf
Course and the terrace site of 6-2 (41 BX 363).' The western edqe of the project area is a prominent limestone bluff roughly 10 to 15 m in height and
immediately adjacent to the dry, boulder-strewn stream bed of Panther Springs
Creek. Within this eroded bluff face and in the approximate center along the
length of the bluff are-the rockshelter sites of 6-1A and 6-1B (41 BX 362) (Fig. 5).
Roc.fMheliVt 6-1 (SheUvl. A) (41 BX 362)

Shelter A is located about 4 m above and adjacent to the west bank of Panther
Springs Creek. The shelter is composed of several small, eroded cavities in
the porous limestone bluff and consists primarily of two rooms separated by
large boulders and rubble from past rock fall. Within the shelter, three small
tunnels lead into small, rubble-filled cavities.
Subsurface examination of the rockshelter was conducted through the use of
three 50-cm 2 shovel tests at ~meter intervals along the talus slope, a 50 x
150 cm trench (Trench A) in the narrow confines of the southern room, and by
I-m2 (TP-l) and 1 x 2 m pits (Trench B) in the slightly larger northern room.
To establish a correlation of excavated depths between the separate rooms, a
line and level were strung from the surface at the southwest corner stake of
Test Pit 1 in the northern room to a point 121.5 cm above the floor and the
northwest corner stake at Trench A in the southern room (see Fig. 6).
Trench A
Due to natural irregularities in the shelter floor, subsurface examinations in
the small southern room took the form of a 150 x 50 cm trench ina sha 11 ow
soil deposit. Although bedrock-like lilnestone below 38 cm precluded further
testing, materials excavated by trm'Jels and screened through 1I8-inch fine
wire mesh suggested the test area had been highly disturbed~' Whil~ lithic debris
was limited to a moderate scatter from the surface to 20 cm, a small plastic bag
and other recent refuse were found just above limestone at 30 cm. Soils to the
l~vel of the presumed bedrock were identified in the field as an unconsolidated
flne-grained, dark gray humus at the surface to a thin~ lighter, calcareous
transition just above the limestone. No diagnostic artifacts were found at any
level during the trench examination. A small number of unidentified rodent
bones were recovered scattered throughout the horizontal levels.
Test Pit 1
Test Pit 1 in the main shelter area was excavated as a I-m 2 just behind the
large boulders partially blocking the entrance to the northern shelter area.
t S the testing progressed, it became obvious this pit area had been moderately
o extensively damaged by recent disturbance. Modern trash in the form of
glass and plastic was noted to depths exceeding 20 cm, and, although small
~~~~re~ wood fragments and lithic debris were also found, they were intermingled
clgarette filters and cellophane. A change in soil compactness occurred
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below 15 cm of the surface, and a small, curvilinear ash lens was exposed in
the north wall of the test pit. While several chert flakes were in close
association with this lens, no direct relationships~could be identified.
Several fragmentary, scattered and burned vertebrae and tarsal-like bones were
found below the lens to a depth of almost 40 cm. Frequency of lithic debris
declined with an increase in depth, although a large chert core fragment was
exposed in an apparently undisturbed context at 37 cm. No diagnostic or
finished artifacts were noted, and activity of this test pit ended at about
40 cm as a large limestone shelf, or possibly a portion of the bedrock floor,
was exposed (see Fig. 7).
Trench B
On the basis of information gathered from Trench A and Test Pit 1, a third
I-m 2 (later expanded to 1 x 2 m trench) was excavated toward the rear of the
main shelter area and away from the previously disturbed areas. Excavation
by trowel revealed stratified deposits to a depth exceeding 40 cm. Three
distinct soil zones were noted at depths of 11, 25 and 46 cm below surface
(see Fig. 8). Excavations in this area were concluded at 46 cm due to the
presence of a large limestone shelf extending across the floor of the pit.
Archaeological evidence consisted of a moderate scattering of lithic debris
between 0 to 8 cm and within a soil transition zone (dark gray, organic soil
to a yellowish orange, deteriorating limestone) at about 15 to 25 cm (see
Fig. 8). An untyped, stemmed dart point, 4 cm in length, was recovered from
this latter zone. Made from fine-grained, light brown chert, attributes of
the point included parallel flaking and ground basal edges, suggesting possible
Late Paleo-Indian affinity.
A preliminary analysis of artifacts and lithic debris from the rockshelter
implies two prehistoric periods of light to moderate activity. The earlier
occupation can be identified by the occurrence of a moderate lithic scatter
just above presumed bedrock in Trench B and in somewhat questionable association with an ash lens at 20 to 30 cm in Test Pit 1. Lithic debris in the form
of interior flakes and chips was lightly to moderately patinated in both areas.
A second period of occupancy is suggested by a series of secondary and interior
flakes at or just below the surface.
Roc.fuhelieJl. 6-1 (SheLteJl. B)

A second rockshelter was discovered during a casual reconnaissance in the
vicinity of 6-1. Not previously identified, the second shelter was designated
6-1, Rockshelter B in the field. Rockshelter B is located approximately 40 m
northward along the bluff face from Shelter A and is situated 8 m above the
now dry creek bed. Only 4 x 3 m in length and width, the shelter nonetheless
offers a limited amount of protection from the elements (Fig. 9). A I-m 2 pit
was excavated to a depth of 35 cm in the northern corner of the shelter, revealing a high frequency of primary, secondary and tertiary flakes from 0 to 20 cm.
Utilized flakes, preform-like biface fragments and a crude biface fragment were
recovered. Although on1y a limited examination was conducted at the site, the
frequency and depth of artifacts suggest a potential for further excavation in
order to evaluate the nature of prehistoric activity at the site.
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Site 6-2 (41 BX 363)

First discovered in the preliminary survey of Panther Springs Creek in 1974, this
terrace site was identified as an extensive scatter of burned rock and chert
along the lower western and southwestern edges of Fairway 7 of the Canyon Creek
Country Club Golf Course. Observations suggested the site to be 25 x 75 m with
possible hearths and some potential for depth (Fig. 10).
Present investigations in the form of an intensive survey and a series of 50-cm 2
shovel/trowel tests along the entire length of the site have revised the estimates of the original site. The survey redefined the site boundaries to about
150 x 425 m, or running the length of the terrace adjacent to the steep bluff
face and Panther Springs Creek. No concentrations or possible hearths were noted,
although several areas suggested chert quarrying activities. A systematic
series of shovel tests spaced at 10-m intervals was imposed over the largest of
these quarry-like areas. In all shovel tests, limestone bedrock was reached
within 30 cm. A shallow, calcareous soil, dark to medium gray in color, extended to an average depth of 15 cm below the surface, where a reddish orange
transition soil zone was found just above the limestone. In all cases, lithic
debris was limited to the upper 8 cm. No diagnostic artifacts were found
through subsurface testing, although several crude, large biface fragments
were found during intensive survey operations. To obtain the widest perspective possible of the entire site area and due to the lack of both artifacts and
concentrations, five other 50-cm 2 test pits were established on a north-south
axis at 50 m intervals to search for any additional evidence of former aboriginal activities. No diagnostic artifacts were found and only a few pieces
of lithic debris were noted during this phase of operations.
On the basis of intensive survey and limited testing operations, the original
site description and size estimates for 6-2 have been modified as follows:
it is a deflated quarry-workshop/terrace site with dimensions of ca. 150 x 450
meters. Whether the site once extended eastward from the slopes to the now
heavily disturbed uplands of Fairway 7 cannot be accurately determined,
although the continuation of lithic debris onto the margins of the golf course
suggests this. The site area not altered by modification for golfing facilities seems heavily deflated by natural erosion. No further work is recommended
at th iss ite .
floodwater Retarding Structure 10

An attempt to relocate the previously identified rockshelter known as site
10-3 (41 BX 452) along Mud Creek has led to the re-evaluation of the site

as a whole. Originally described in the preliminary survey report as a small
rockshelter located in the bluff above the northern bank of Mud Creek (roughly
400 m from the intersection of the creek with Jones Maltsberger Road),
the site is actually composed of two rockshelter complexes about 40 m apart.
~e Shelter complexes, designated as "A" and "8,11 are composed of three and
o.s~all shelters, respectively. Complex A is located in the immediate
~iclnlty of large utility power lines as they intersect this portion of Mud
reek, and Complex 8 is around 40 m southeast along the dry drainage channel
(See
Fig. 11).
.
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Roc.luhe1.X.eA Comple.x A

Complex A consists of three small adjacent shelters (designated A-I, A-2 and
A-3) located 3 to 5 m above the stream bed. The sma11~st of these is barely
large enough to stand upright in, while the largest is 'II x 9.5 m in length
and width with an opening height of at least 10 m (see Fig. 12). Shelters
A-I and A-2 had small openings with no evident talus slopes. One~m2 test
pits were excavated in each shelter to depths of more than 40 cm. No lithic
debris or any other evidence of former occupation was noted at any level.
Rockshelter A-3 received intensive testing activity because of its attractive
occupational features: spacious physical dimensions, accessibility to former
water resources and protection from the elements. The interior of the shelter,
where it had not been disturbed by previous rock falls, was almost completely
excavated by trenches, I-m 2 pits and a series of shovel tests (Fig. 13).
Complete excavation of the small rockshelter was seriously limited by scattered,
large sections of collapsed limestone from the. ceiling. Small rodent and
possible deer bones were scattered throughout the shelter, and a moderate
scatter of lithic debris was found to a depth of approximately 20 cm in all
test pits and trenches. Buried ash lenses were uncovered in TP-l and TP-3,
in association with lithic debris, suggesting moderate occupational activity.
A heavily disturbed area about 1 m in diameter, presumably a relic collector's
pit, was noted in the southern entrance of the shelter. A 50-cm 2 shovel test,
later expanded into TP-3 (l-m 2 ), produced an intense concentration of lithic
debris to a depth of 38 cm; unfortunately, evidence of modern disturbance was
noted through most of this depth. No diagnostic artifacts were noted in any
of the subsurface examinations at any depth.
The results of test pits and shovel tests suggest the rockshelter was a
moderately occupied prehistoric activity center reflecting specific areas for
intrasite activities; two ash lenses, one at the entrance of the shelter and
the other at the rear, suggest possible campfires, although no temporal conclusions can be drawn between or from them. An intense area of lithic reduction activities was identified in the southern entrance area. No other area
of the shelter reflected such specific or intensive activity, although portions
of collapsed limestone from the ceiling may hide further aboriginal deposits.
No further work is recommended at this site.
Roc.luhe1.X.eA Comple.x B

Rockshelter Complex B consisted of two small shelters, designated in the field
as 8-1 and B-2. B-1, a shallow linear shelter 16 x 10 m, was tested by a
systematic series of 50-cm 2 shovel tests. All test areas were tested to bedrock
and were sterile. It is possible the large amounts of powdery limestone dust
accumulating on the floors imply rapid deterioration or collapsing of the
shelter roof.
B-2 (Fig. 14) was a smaller shelter adjacent to 8-1, and a 1-m 2 test pit inside
the 4 x 6 m cavity revealed less than 5 cm of soil deposits over presumed bedrock or a large limestone shelf covering the floor of the cavity. A 1 x 3 trench
on the talus slope, 8 m in front of the entrance, uncovered one of the most
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Figure 12. Rock6hett~ Compiex 10-3A (41 BX 452). a, elevations of the
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intensive concentrations of lithic debris found in arty pit during the,entire
testing operation. Utilized flakes, unifacial end scrapers and a preformlike biface were scattered among the relatively large collection of chips and
flakes. Because of time limitations~ no further work was done to expand the
investigation of this previously unrecorded shelter. The frequency and depth
of lithic debris and artifacts suggest a potential for further research of the
shelter entrance and talus slope to define the intensity and extent of this
unusual site.'
Floodwater Retarding Structure 15
Floodwater Retarding Structure 15 and 'the archaeological site of 15-3 (41 BX 173)
are located adjacent to the eastern exit road of Northeast Preserve and its
junction with the interm'ittently runn'ing stream channel of Mud Creek. The site
extends along and away from a high terrace of Mud Creek in the northeast
section of the park. Results of an intensive survey suggest site dimensions as
large as 375 x 250 m, most of this composed of a lithic scatter derived from
light to moderate quarrying/workshop activities. No diagnostic artifacts were
noted throughout this area other than several widely scattered crude biface
fragments and gouge-like tools. The present site boundaries include Mud Creek
to the west, a plowed field to the north, large utility power lines to the
east and an exit road to the park in the south (see Fig. 15). Large cores
collected from the field south of the road suggest the original site dimensions
may have been much larger than presently observed, although the archaeological
value of this southern area has been completely destr'oyed by modern alterations.
The large areal extent of the site and dense brush complicated the intensive
survey operations. No concentrations of diagnostic proj~ctile points were
recovered, although several Clean Fo~k and Guadalupe-like tools were observed
in the northwest margins of the site along gullies and eroded run-'offs, suggesting a poss'fbility for further research in the form of limited subsurface testing to determine their significance.
A 10-m2 area, arbitrarily chosen in the center of the study area, became the
focus of a controlled surface collection operation to determine the actual
number and types of lithic debris to be found on the surface of the study area
(Fig. 16). The collected area did not reflect any difference in features or
special characteristics; rather, the collection area was seemingly indistinguishable both in frequency and types of artifacts and debris from the rest of the
site area.
It must be realized that the data from such a sample does not provide an
unbiased sample of the total lithic materials present, and the limitations
and selection of the sample are in general inadequate and inappropriate for a
more detailed quantitative approach. The current collection, however, was
considered adequate for the type of evaluative operation involved in this
project. Investigation of 15-3 was severely limited in both time and manpower,
making it impossible to spend the necessary effort to choose and research a
SUfficient portion of the site from which to derive statistically reliable data.
Rather than selecting an area haphazardly, the investigators' past experience
and their familiarity with quarry/workshop sites were used to choose, via a
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"judgment sample," an area for study." Past research shows thqt while this'
design should not be construed as an accurate statistical approximation of
the total lithic material, it can be of considerable value (Redman 1974).
A redefinition of site 15-3 suggests the site was once a'.,quarry/workshop
zone extending from 400 to 600 m along the eastern terrace of Mud Creek and
at least 250 m away from it. Prehistoric activity in the area is extensive
rather than intensive and no major concentration~ or features were noted.
Further evidence of site activity may be hidden beneath a light soil cover,
especially evidence of occupation in the northwest margins of the site area.
~ntensive surface survey operations in this area observed fire-reddened rocks
that appeared to be eroding along the slopes. We recommend limited testing
in the form of I-m2 and 50-cm2 shovel tests in this potential occupation area
to define the extent, depth and spatial relationships, and to permit an
evaluation of National Register eligibility.
LITHIC ANALYSIS
This study will attempt only a preliminary examination of the lithic materials
collected throughout the field operations. Distinctive attributes of major
artifact and debris categories will be noted as to provenience and frequency,
and a brief description will define each category. Summary statistics of
lithic data are presented in Table 3. Additional descriptions, statistical
data and collected materials are also on file at the Center for Archaeological
Research, The University of Texas at San Antonio.
For purposes of this study, many artifact and debris categories can be defined
on the degree and type of retouch. Retouch in this analysis generally refers
to the detachment of small flakes from a point or tool for the purpose of
edge alteration, resharpening or strengthening. The result of this action
is flake scars on dorsal or ventral ends or sides of the material. This
section has divided the materials into two general groups: (1) cores and
lithic debris and (2) unifacial and bifacial artifacts. Examples of artifacts
collected are presented. in Figures 17 qnd 18.
Cores and Lithic Debris
A total of 59 cores and core fragments and 645 pieces of lithic debris were
recovered from the testing operations. These materials have been separated
into cores, core fragments, core tools and expended cores. Lithic debris
refers to primary, secondary and tertiary (interior) flakes and miscellaneous
chips or chunks.

Cores are pieces of siliceous stone used as raw material for various types of
lithic reduction processes. They often exhibit at least one flat surface from
which one or more pieces (flakes) have been detached and do not exhibit any
bulbs of percussion. The subcategory of core tools is described as still
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a, unclassified dart point (Rockshelter 6-1A, Trench B); b, Nolan dart point
(3-1, Shovel Test 3); c,e, corner-notched dart points; d, Ma.Jttinda.le;
f-i, preforms; j, gouge-like unifacial tool; k, ovate biface with extensive
dorsal retouch (c-k, 3-3, surface); l,m, unclassified projectile points
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Figure 18. 1vt:ti..6act6 6Jtom F.toodwateJL Re.:taJr.cUn9 StJr.uc.twLe6 6,10 and 15.
at preform (Rockshelter 6-1B, Test Pit l); b, preform (15-3, Area B);
c, distal biface fragment (10-3B, Shelter B-2); d, core tool (15-3, Area B);
e, ovate b1face (15-3, surface); f, unifacial gouge (15-3, Area C).
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identifiable cores which reflect marginal retouch mbdification or wear
(observable alteration caused by utilization) along:;portions of edge. surfaces.

Debris in the form of small pieces or flakes detached from a core often reflects both the type of lithic reduction technique and the extent of the
reduction process. Through the examination of various attributes, a single
piece of debris can be associated with one of a series of sequential stages
of tool manufacture, and extended research can often discern the overall
strategy of manufacture. For the purposes of this report, debris in the form
of flakes has been divided into three general types based on the absence or
presence and degree of exterior (cortex) surface: (I) primary flakes with
cortex covering their dorsal surface; (2) secondary flakes, with some cortex;
and (3) interior (tertiary) flakes that have no cortex on their dorsal surface.
Flakes exhibit various types and sizes of platforms, remnants of the original
striking platform of the core from which the flake was detached. Table 3
reflects one attribute of flake platforms in the form of single platforms or
multi-faceted platforms. Multi-faceted platforms exhibit small scars as a
function of prior retouch to build a prepared platform.
Unifacial and Bifacial Artifacts
These artifacts reflect trimming or utilization on dorsal and/or ventral
surfaces and may be grouped into such categories as scrapers, gouge-like tools,
projectile points and other thicker bifaces. The term uniface may apply to any
non-formalized unifacially worked tool. Other categories briefly described
include:
SCJl.a.pell-6

Scrapers may exhibit either unifacial or bifacial modifications, and steep
retouch and wear patterns are often common along sides and/or edges in the
form of step fractures and/or polish.
Gouge-t£ke

Too~

Gouge-like artifacts can be considered a specialized tool form as discussed
by Epstein (1969) and Hester and Kohnitz (1975). They may be unifacial or bifaCial and rectangular or triangular in form.
Pkoject£le

Po~

Projectile points are thin, bifacially worked artifacts, presumably for use as
dart or arrow points. In most cases basal modification has been in the form of
corner or laterally-situated notches which result in distinctive stems.
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Other bifaces in this study were sorted into one general category. These
artifacts are usually cruder and thicker in workmanship than the thinner projectile points and encompass such groups as preforms, quarry blanks and large
knife-like bifacial tools. Unfinished bifaces often reveal specific phases
of tool manufacture and types of former site workshop activity.
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In general terms, all- the sites investigated during the course of this study
fall into Fawcett1s (1972) IINorthern Zone ll characterized by intermittent water
resources, upland chert sources and a presumed prehistoric emphasis on hunting
.
(vs. riverine) subsistence. Of the two types of sites studied, terrace and
rockshelter, the former is the more common throughout the area. The terrace
sites investigated during current examinations were always hundreds of meters
in length and may be more specifically considered as aboriginal activity areas
with wide spatial and temporal characteristics. The most intehsively investigated terrace site was located in-the vicinity of Floodwater Retarding
Structure 3, and these brief observations may be generally applied to other
terrace sites examined.
The intensive activity reflected on the surface in the vicinity of 3-3 and
along the terrace site of 3-1 suggests the entire stream valley in this
locality, rather than being a single site area, was a preferred activity zone
encompassing various prehistoric interests and not limited to simple quarry/
workshop processes. Gerstle, Kelly and Assad (1978) suggest the five sites
previously recorded in the area of Floodwater Retarding Structure 3 may
actually be small satellite localities from the major occupation site of
41 BX 22, the Rogers site, roughly 800 to 1000 m downstream. While this may
in part explain the intense actiVity, there is no substantiated evidence to
support this hypothesis, and it may be the area was exploited not only by the
peoples of 41 BX 22 but also by those from the temporally distinct large site
of 41 BX 36 located upstream. Nolan and MaJ£;ttndate. projectile points recovered
in subsurface testing of the area can be more reasonably linked to the Early
Archaic occupations of 41 BX 36.
Interest southward from 41 BX 36 toward the dam site area can partially be
explained by the absence of chert-bearing strata north of 41 BX 36 and the
abundance of the same just southward. Unfortunately, the natural concentration
of upland chert sources does not explain lower terrace activities along the
drainage at which both the NolM and Mcvdindate. points were recovered.
Gerstle, Kelly and Assad (1978) tentatively suggest chert exploitation may
have shifted in Early Archaic times along this area of the drainage, emphasizing resource exploitation in the lowland areas. Whatever the reasons,
during Nolan and MaJt.ttndaie. culturally affiliated periods, the lowland resources of this stream valley were obviously exploited. A further discussion
?f settlement patterns and lithic studies from the sites of the current study
1S beyond the present scope of the report, although it may be extracted
from this study at a later date. It should be noted Hester (1976) emphasizes
several characteristics of Archaic occupations in south Texas that are often
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refl ected in the study area of the Sa 1ado Creek dri!i nage: ( 1) the heterogeneity of aboriginal settlement patterns from one drainage to another,
perhaps due to temporal differences but which may reflect adaptations to
local environmental conditions; (2) an emphasis on placing sites within access
to several micro-environments; (3) intrasite planning; and (4) the functional
.
differences of sites.
In the course of present investigations along the Salado Creek drainage, two
rockshelters, two rockshelter complexes and a total of four terrace sites
were tested at Floodwater Retarding Structures 3, 6, 10 and 15. The results
of these tests are summarized in Table 4. Four individual sites are recommended
for further examination and their archaeological importance is discussed below.
Site 6-1 (41 BX 362)
Rockshelters 6-1A and 6-1B; further examination for complete excavation by
1-m 2 and 50-cm 2 units.
The writers recognize that the rockshelter sites of 6-1 lie outside the jurisdiction of the Soil Conservation Service because of (1) the sites· elevations
above the planned maximum flood pool level (913.9 ft.) and (2) the sites·
location on private property. Therefore, recommendations cannot be made that
are applicable to any particular agency or individuals. However, these sites
are included in Table 4 because of their potential importance to Bexar County
prehistory and to point out the value of these rockshelters in further problemoriented studies of south central Texas archaeology.
Site 10-3 (41 BX 452)
Rockshelter B-2 of rockshelter complex 10-3B; extensive testing of talus slope
and the area of B-2 to further determine the significance of the deposits.
Site 15-3 (41 BX 173)
We recommend limited subsurface examination of this extensive terrace site at
specific points to determine the depth and extent of deposits before destruction
or alteration occurs. The unusually large site area possibly includes prehistoric lithic workshop activity and buried occupational deposits.
Because of time limitations under which field operations were conducted at
this extensive site, tMe researchers were not able to adequately determine
whether or not 41 BX 173 may be considered eligible for nomination to the
National Register of Historic Places. A program of additional limited testing
is recommended to determine the overall significance of this site.
A summary of this testing operation cannot be complete without a brief comment
on the significance of the three small rockshelters recommended for further
study. The importance of these sites can best be understood by approaching
them from the perspective of south central Texas archaeology generally, and
the archaeology of the Edwards Plateau/Coastal Plains transitional zone
sped fi cally.
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Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, the role of the rockshelter-during
these times is little understood in relation to changing environmental conditions,
aboriginal social structures, sUbsistence patterns or intrasite planning.
Small, minimally disturbed shelters reflecting prehistoric activities are an unwritten record from which to better understand aboriginal lifeways. Rockshelters
in Bexar County as a whole have been little explored and, consequently, little
understood. They have, however, been subjected to much disturbance by relic
collectors, campers .and vandals. The appearance of such resources, as in the
current investigations at Panther and Mud Creeks along the Salado drainage,
should shed new ligh~ on this facet of prehistoric occupation activities.
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TABLE 4. SITE INFORMATION SUMMARIES
Type of
Site

SHe #

Approximate
Elevation
(ms1)

Hori lontal

Extent
(m)

Drainaoe
Sys tem ~

01 stance
From Water

Observedl

Source (m)

~Iateri

(V)

3-1

Extensi ve
terrace,
workshop.
possible

980-1010'

(minimum of)
250 x 300

Salado
CrEek
(main
channe 1)

2-10

Small burned
rock midden

970-1010'

(minimum of)
200 x 300

and adjacent

Salado
Creek
(main
channe 1)

3_5

terrace
activity
areas

a1

Description
of Further
Work Needed

Conments

See text.

No further work.

See text.

See text.

No further work.

Although no

Archaeological
Potentia 1
(Site Condition)

(II)

5-1000

Extensive lithic
debr; 5 throughout

area. art; facts
include biface .
fragments I hurned
rock.

occupati on

3-3

Excavated

0-300

Burned rock, extensive li thic

work is recommended, it is
sugges ted an
archaeologist
be present if
subsurface alteration occurs

debr; s, bi face
fragments.

in the form of
land moving or
borrow-fi 11.
6-1*

Rockshelter
(A)

935'

12 x 14

Panther
Springs
Creek

debris; possible

(now dry)

hearth.

Oart point, ex-

tensive lithic

Si te reflects moderate disturbance in
upper la-cm level;
however, depth of
arti facts e)(ceeds

25 em.

Continuation of
shel ter excavation by l-m]
pits to bedrock
for a better
perspective of

a Late Paleol

Tota 1 occupational area is
sma 11 and further work for
complete excavation is relatively modest.

Pre-Archaic occupation.

6-1*

Rockshelter
, (B)

935 '

4 x

Preformi extensive lithic
debris.

Panther

Spri ngs
Creek

(now dry)

6-2

10-3

Terrace,

900-920 '

450 x 150

Panther

moderate

Springs

quarry!
workshop
activities

Creek

Rockshelter
Complex A
(3 small,
adjacent
she lters)

0lSO

0-31

(no>, dry)

Extensive 1i thic
debris over wide
area; COTe fragments; primary,
secondary~ terti-

850'

See text.

0-2

Mud Creek
(now dry)

Alight to moderate scattering of
lithic debris in
each of the 3
shelters; and a
concentrated
area of workshop

840'

See text.

Hud Creek
(now dry)

3-4

2-3

No further work.

Although the comp 1ex
is only lightly dis-

No further work.

l-m' tes t pits
for tota 1 excava ti on of 4 )(. 3 m

shelter.

Depth and frequency of exca-

vated artifacts
are minimal.

Mud Creek
(no>, dry)

light activity

3-4

0-250

tested.

Extens i ve scatter

of lithic debris
1 n wide area.

See SlJJJIIary and Recorrmendations.

50-cm 2 and l-m 2
test pits in
and around

Rockshelter B-2.

on the talus of B-2

Total erea
requi red for
complete excavation and/or
i ntens i ve tes t-

ing of the
4 x 6 m shelter
is limited.

warrant further
excavation in and
around shelter 8-2
to fUrther determine the significance of the

depos its.
tes t-

A scattering of
burned rocks was
observed eroding
from a concentrated

Lfmfte~

area and 1ithic
debri sin the NW

and extent.

sector.

*Beyond the jurisdiction of the SCS.

The

only area of poten ..
tia1. shelter A-3.
was extensively

quency of artifacts recovered
frall a limited area

dary and tertiary
flakes.
375 x 250

facts is light.

B.. 2 show a very
area; the excavations on talus

760-775 •

turbed, frequency of
archaeolol]ical arti-

The depth and fre-

vea 1ed a heavy
concentration of
bi face fragments,
primary, secon-

Terrace.
workshop
site

Eas tern edge of sHe
des troyed by modern
alteration.

Shelters 8-1 and

slope of B-2 re-

15-3

Continuation of

ary flakes.

activity in
shelter A-3.
Rockshelter
Complex B
(2 adjacent
she lters)

Shelter is moderately
disturbed, upper
10 Cnl. unusua 1 frequency of subsurface
artifacts suggests
potentia 1 for further
investigation.

ing and excavation to

determine depth
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